
With the Seats2meet.com connect program, 
we transform existing locations into even 
more relevant (work)spaces by connecting 
people with each other. This program offers 
software and tools that make it possible to 
assemble a variety of people at those 
locations, where they are facilitated with the 
sharing of 

relevant meetings and knowledge. This way, 
that location will become an attractive place, 
where new connections will be made and 
new value will be created. This software is 
already being used successfully at the 
following types of locations: corporate 
surroundings, workspace centers, libraries, 
schools, hospitals and lunchrooms. 

Why connecting people is so important for us
Connecting people is what drives us because we truly believe that by connecting the right 
people at the right moment, new value will be created. Being the location where these 
connections are made, will make your location more relevant then ever for employees and 
stakeholders.

In short: It helps location stakeholders to grow,  
making the physical location a ‘Place to be’. 

How opening your doors creates new opportunities  

Everything at Seats2meet.com is designed to encourage the development 
of serendipity, a fancy word for meeting people you were not looking for 
but who could be very useful.  Implementing the seats2meet.com software 
will help you boost this serendipity within your location and opening your 
doors, physically or virtually, will increase this benefit even more. This video 
will give you an impression of how this works!

Seats2meet.com software 

The Seats2meet.com software will help you manage your location 
and offers valuable insights in to the people working at your 
location. Use the event calendar to organize your events and 
directly promote them within the Seats2meet.com value network. 
Get an impression of what you can do with our software by 
clicking the link!

Do you want to start 
connecting?

Become a S2M location
and start right away

Watch video

Seats2meet.com HQ 

You will get access to the Seats2meet.com online HQ. Within this 
virtual HQ you will be connected to all other locations using the 
Seats2meet.com software and their operators. The HQ is the ideal 
location to ask your questions, get help from experienced 
operators and receive more information to increase the relevance 
of your location for all stakeholders. 

https://docs.google.com/a/brandnavigators.nl/forms/d/1Vq8nDD2_-lsB7xUavKxqTZeC_BXcefXSeNePGdki_ik/viewform
https://docs.google.com/a/brandnavigators.nl/forms/d/1Vq8nDD2_-lsB7xUavKxqTZeC_BXcefXSeNePGdki_ik/viewform
https://docs.google.com/a/brandnavigators.nl/forms/d/1Vq8nDD2_-lsB7xUavKxqTZeC_BXcefXSeNePGdki_ik/viewform
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0lpeL8XSEEY
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0lpeL8XSEEY

